HG CONTEMPORARY ANNOUNCES MARC GUMPINGER

SOLO EXHIBITION “SPACE”

New York, NY (September 29th, 2017) — HG Contemporary, the breakthrough gallery founded by Philippe Hoerle-Guggenheim is known for unearthing distinct artists and producing shows that embrace groundbreaking aesthetics and concepts. Today, HG Contemporary announced Marc Gumpinger’s International Exhibition entitled, “SPACE.”

Marc’s solo show follows on a long successful career as a technology entrepreneur. Marc built one of the world’s most influential mobile social gaming networks eventually acquired by Blackberry®. Prior to founding the gaming network, Marc earned a PhD in Human Biology. His visionary capacity and deep knowledge of the future and innovation led to his journey as an art maker. Marc leverages 3D software and algorithms also used by movie production companies to create utterly unreal worlds that he paints in large format oil on canvas.

“My works question our perception of reality in times where a significant part of our life happens digitally. The paintings figuratively depict a reality that was entirely created on the computer. Now, what is more real: the computer reality or the oil painting? This is the transformation of surrealist René Magritte’s ‘Ceci n’est pas une pipe’ into the digital age.” said Marc Gumpinger.

HG Contemporary
527 West 23rd Street, New York, NY 10011
212.366.4490
Marc Gumpinger’s Solo Exhibition: “SPACE”  
October 5th – November 3rd, 2017

October 5th, 2017  
VIP Preview: 5:30 - 6:30pm  
Opening Reception: 6:30 – 9:00pm

About HG Contemporary
In 2014, Philippe Hoerle-Guggenheim founded the HG Contemporary Gallery, which specializes in bold, process-oriented work by emerging and established artists. HG Contemporary is committed to developing its international program as a modern and contemporary art gallery by presenting ambitious and diverse exhibitions that emphasize both aesthetics and concept. The HG Contemporary Gallery opened its inaugural show with an exhibition by acclaimed street artist RETNA, known for his unique calligraphic script that he created through composing different aspects of language into one all his own. Other gallery exhibitions have featured work by artists Stuart McAlpine Miller, Jason Dussault, and Massimo Agostinelli, Olga Tobreluts and others. For more information about Marc Gumpinger and HG Contemporary Gallery, please visit: http://www.hgcontemporary.com/
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